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*** 

The Brandon entity yesterday appeared in front of cameras with his script pre-loaded into
the teleprompter, behind the authoritative auspices of the White House podium, taking no
questions  before  shuffling  off,  to  claim  that  he  had  seen  firsthand  images  of  beheaded
Israeli  children  resulting  from  Saturday’s  assault  on  Israel  by  Hamas.

Via NBC News:

“President Joe Biden painted a vivid picture of the horrors of the Israel-Hamas war in
remarks to Jewish community leaders Wednesday — but the White House later had to
clarify his claims.

“I  never  really  thought  that  I  would  see  and  have  confirmed  pictures  of  terrorists
beheading children,” Biden said in broader remarks about his administration’s support
for Israel amid its war with Hamas and efforts to free American hostages.

The White House did not immediately respond to a request for further details about
Biden’s remarks. Two senior administration officials said Biden was referring to reports
from Israel about beheaded children and cited several media reports of beheadings.”

There was no ambiguity in the highly bombastic and inflammatory claim: Biden said he had
seen “confirmed pictures of terrorists beheading children.”

You’ll be shocked to learn that he had seen no such pictures and he had received no such
confirmation.  In  fact,  the IDF has conspicuously refused to confirm the reported incident  –
odd, given its access to the scene of the alleged crime and its obvious incentive to report on
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such atrocities if they had actually occurred.

Who are these decapitated babies? What are their identities? Where are the families?

The total lack of evidence aside from hearsay hasn’t stopped the corporate state media,
bolstered by the lies from the White House, from running hog-wild with the narrative.

I can’t emphasize how disappointed I am with conservatives who profess to be skeptical of
the Deep State who have suddenly thrown all of their skepticism out of the window for some
reason when it comes to war propaganda emanating from the current Israel-Hamas conflict.

Somehow they manage to suspend their disbelief – after decades of war propaganda claims
that have proven to be total bunk – in this case.

Not to mention the total lack of skepticism of anything – literally any claim – escaping the
lips of a lifelong Swamp politician who was a serial liar before he had dementia.

Lie by lie, the American people – and the people of the whole world – are dragged by their
ears into World War III from which nothing, potentially, will survive, save for a handful of
cockroaches.

*
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Featured image: Entire neighborhoods have been leveled in the Israeli bombing campaigns. (Photo:
Mahmoud Ajjour, Palestine Chronicle)
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